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Update 
• Background 

 
• Review process 

 
• Technical studies 

 
• Public consultation 

 
• First Nations consultation 

 
• Key issues to date 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Columbia River has a wide variation in seasonal and annual natural flows.  About 15% of  the Columbia River basin land mass is in British Columbia (B.C), however 30% of average annual flows (as measured at The Dalles) come from Canada. This percentage is expected to increase with climate change, some say up to 45%. 



Jurisdiction: Fed/Prov Context 
 
• 1963 Canada-BC Agreement transferred to BC 

most of the obligations and benefits of CRT 
 
“Canada shall…obtain the concurrence of BC before terminating the 

Treaty” (Article 4.2) 
“Canada shall…endeavour to obtain the agreement of the US on any 

proposal…which Canada and BC agree is in the public interest” 
 

• Substance of Treaty deals largely with matters 
of provincial jurisdiction (natural resources 
management, hydro facilities) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 1963 Canada/BC agreement prior to ratifying the CRT in 1964 BC is leading CRT Review process, supported by Canada. Rationale : 1963 BC/Canada Agreement transferred benefits and most obligations to BC; provinces have constitutional responsibility for management of natural resources; BC Hydro operates Treaty dams and hydroelectric facilities.



Ministry of Energy, Mines and Natural Gas leads the 
CRT 2014 Review 

 
• Coordination of provincial ministries  

 
• Collaboration with Canada 

 
• Consultation with First Nations 
 
• Engagement of Basin residents 
 
• Analysis of US interests and positions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MEM coordinating input across provincial governmentCoordination agreement with Canada – Natural Resources Canada is lead for federal government, coordinating with other federal departments (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Environment Canada, Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade)At end of Review, CRT Review Team will make recommendations to the provincial Cabinet (by September 2013). If the province makes a decision to amend or terminate the Treaty, then BC would make a request to Canada to intervene.



Technical Studies 
 
• Economic, environmental, social, financial, legal and 

hydrological analyses 
 

• Modeling  3 main scenarios:  
• Treaty terminate, continue , enhance 

 
• Determining full value of coordination across range of 

interests 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of the analyses was done during the Waster Use Planning Process late 1990s and early 2000s, involving Structured Decision Making with a large range of values that were important  to many First Nations and Basin residents. However, discussion of trade-offs and development of performance measures were constrained by Treaty requirements. An analysis of the Treaty terminate scenario will focus on the removal of those constraints.We are also drawing on more recent 2011 consultation around Non-Treaty Storage Agreement. Legal analysis focusing on the flexibility  within the Treaty to address ongoing and emerging values and interests.Collaborated with US Entity on Phase 1 studies. Undertaking next iteration – separately  - considering different context, interests and somewhat different assumptions. For example, flood risk and water supply are not significant issues in BC as these interests can be managed domestically. Different assumptions include diverging views of Called Upon principles and implementation.Canada interested in exploring total value of coordination for other interests beyond power and flood control:Fish, irrigation, recreation, transportation In high freshet/flood conditions, including impacts related to effective use of US reservoirsIn low flow/drought conditions, including benefits/impacts related to  proportional draft, supplemental flows (NTSA)This analysis will also incorporate predicted climate change trends.  BC wishes to create an understanding of the benefit of coordination to manage for future uncertainty, both in terms of changing values, economic circumstances, evolving policy and climate change (for example managing for increased incidence of low flows, extreme meteorological events).



Public Engagement 
 

• 600 km2  fertile land 
• Communities 
• Aboriginal cultural sites 
• Ecosystems, fish and wildlife 
• Agriculture, forestry, 
transportation, tourism 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there are benefits associated with the CRT, there were also many negative impacts, most of which occurred in the Canadian portion of the Columbia Basin. Impacts include, but are not limited to,  flooding of approximately 600 km2 fertile and productive valley bottoms; displacement of about 2,300 people from their homes  relocation of entire communities;  loss of productive forest land loss of direct transportation routes loss of First Nations' cultural sites; and  changes to ecosystems, impacting fish and wildlife values and reducing habitat availability.These issues remain top of mind for many Columbia Basin residents, old and new and a center of discussion. 



Public Engagement 
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Phase Dates Objective 

Education  (CBT) Fall 2011/2012 Improve understanding of Treaty 

Interest Scoping May-June 2012 Provide in-depth information on the 
Treaty and the review and decision 
making process. Facilitate discussion 
of values, interests. 

Input on Options November 
2012 

Present trade-offs associated with 
different decision scenarios and seek 
public input on potential decision 
options 

Feedback Spring 2013 Provide feedback to public on how 
input was considered 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local Governments’ committee advocates for residents,  engaged at the provincial political level, collaborating with MEMColumbia Basin Trust (CBT) and Local Government’s Committee have helped design the consultation process in a way that will be most effective with Basin residentsEducation: CBT held 11 information sessions throughout Fall 2011-Winter 2012 on the Treaty. CBT is a key partner is raising awareness and educating the Public on the Treaty.Interest Scoping:Collaboration between CBT, local Gvt committee and MEMReview Team is building on the extensive public input from the Water Use Plans and the NTSA process as well as other regulatory processesInput on OptionsFormal consultation phase on potential decision options



Public Engagement 
 
• 7 community sessions in May-June 2012 
• Local Government CRT Committee 
• Website, blog, Twitter;  soon Facebook 
• Key issues: 

• Historical/footprint issues 
• Impacts from current operations 
• Opportunities to enhance environment 
• Infrastructure needs and economic development 
• Benefits to US 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compensation for past impacts: inadequate relocation compensation, loss of economic opportunity still being felt – forestry, agriculture, loss of taxationKoocanusa, Kootenay system - not much is known, no fish and wildlife compensation program as for the Colombia  Fluctuating/low reservoir levels: dust/air quality; recreation/access to water; erosion – archaeological sites, dykes, agricultural lands; habitat and vegetation; floodingEnhance environmental values; what more can be done? Within Treaty? With Treaty constraints removed? Focus on fish, riparian, wetlands, waterfowlInfrastructure needs: access to reservoirs – roads, boat ramps; mitigate footprint impacts – fixed link; high water level for recreation – weirsCRT benefits: - provincial investment  Columbia Basin Trust and Columbia Power Corporation (@ $600M);  continued investment in ecosystem functions: Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program; BC Hydro monitoring and on the ground projects as part of water license; direct and indirect jobs from construction and operation of hydroelectric facilities; grants in lieu of taxes, clean energy for BC, Canadian EntitlementBC undertaking socio-economic impact benefit analysis and discussion paper.Public interested in whether there is a balance between impacts to BC, the Canadian Entitlement,  and benefits to US



First Nations Consultation 
 

• Ktunaxa , Shuswap and Okanagan First Nations 
• Identification of aboriginal rights and interests 
• Determination of potential impacts on rights 

 
• Key issues:  

• Compensation for historical impacts 
• Ecosystem function – fish and wildlife 
• Archeological/cultural sites 
• Governance and revenue sharing 
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Presentation Notes
Most BC First Nations covering 2/3 of province do not have a treaty with Canada and BC. Including CRT First NationsDetermination of legal duty and scope of consultationKey First Nations interests: past and ongoing impacts from construction and operation of dams; enhance and formally  recognize environmental values, especially fish; identify and preserve archaeological/cultural sites; review sharing and economic development; governance roleOngoing dialogue between BC First Nations and US Tribes



Relationship with US Entity 
 
• Treaty proven to work well for power and flood protection 
• Long history of collaboration and problem solving between 

Entities 
• Ongoing and regular cooperation : 

• Assured Operating Plans: 6 years ahead – certainty of 
operation for both countries 

• Annual Operating Plan: changes made to realise 
additional benefits (power, fish, recreation) 

• Favourable commercial agreements - NTSA 2012 
• Previous significant disputes resolved at the regional level 
• Info sharing on respective CRT Review processes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Treaty was entered into for power and flood control benefits, but flexibility allows for Entities to vary operations as long as both countries benefitEntities have addressed multiple interests (e.g. fisheries, recreation) with supplemental agreementsNTSA example of ongoing collaboration: maximize power and enhance fish flows, especially during low flow yearsPreviously significant dispute resolved by Entities: return and calculation of Canadian Entitlement, Libby Coordination Agreement



Key Review issues - BC Perspective 
 

• Founding principle – creating and sharing 
downstream benefits – recognized internationally 

• CRT has worked well for power and flood values 
• Called Upon Flood Control is undefined/uncertain 
• CRT  provides benefits in low flow years  
• Flexibility allows for management of other values 
• Ecosystems and adaptation to climate change are 

the new factors 
• Coordination is key to responding to increasing 

demands 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRT has been effective in avoiding billions in flood damage and loss of lives in the US over 60 years at low cost ($62 M). In 2024, whether CRT continues or not, flood protection changes to “Called Upon Flood Control” which  is not defined and carries a great deal of uncertainty.CU requires US to make effective use of their reservoirs prior to calling on BC for additional flood protection.  This means that US reservoirs will need to be drawn down to lower levels than before, with potential impacts to power production, fisheries, irrigation and recreation. BC is open to discussing an alternative Flood Risk Management arrangement within the Treaty to ensure that both countries continue to benefit from manageable flood risk through the efficient use of existing infrastructure.  Arrow reservoir is key but needs to be maintained (for example, gate replacement cost $ 100M this year)US Entity position is that the Canadian Entitlement exceeds incremental power benefits from the Treaty as a portion of potential power flows are diverted for fish to meet legal obligation under the BiOp/Endangered Species Act. BC understands that the full power potential is not being realised but that coordination with BC allows US to meet its legal BiOp obligations which also has considerable value.   Coordination is also important in low water years. Proportional drafting of reservoirs in dry seasons, which requires more water to be released from BC first,  ensures that the system maintains firm energy and has other ancillary downstream benefits. �Over the last 10-15 years, the Entities have used the flexibility within the CRT to modify operations for other values – especially fish. Entities can agree to change operations for other values than power and flood control as long as both countries benefit. The CRT Review is an opportunity to modernize the Treaty and may be done with or without a formal amendment. There is considerable flexibility within the Treaty that can allow for adaptive management in future. Climate change models predict same or greater average annual flow in the Canadian portion of the Columbia, and lower flows and more extreme events in the lower US Columbia. As societal values and priorities change, the CRT need to have the flexibility to adapt and respond. Coordination is key to responding to increasing demands.



 
Questions? 
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